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The Applied Arts 2024 Photography Awards is a prestigious international competition that celebrates the artistic and

technical prowess of photographers and directors from around the globe. This esteemed contest is open to a

diverse array of talents, ranging from emerging professionals with less than three years of experience in the

industry to seasoned veterans. The competition is renowned for its inclusivity, embracing various forms of

commissioned, published, unpublished, and personal photographic works. By entering, photographers and directors

have the unique opportunity to showcase their exceptional skills and creative visions in a forum that is respected

and recognized across the advertising and design industries.

In this competition, entrants are encouraged to push the boundaries of creativity and technical excellence. The

Applied Arts 2024 Photography Awards serves as an ideal platform for professionals and enthusiasts alike to exhibit

their most compelling and arresting imagery. The contest’s broad scope includes categories that cover a wide range

of photographic styles and subjects, ensuring that every participant has the chance to demonstrate their unique

perspective and artistic approach. This inclusiveness not only fosters a rich diversity of submissions but also

highlights the evolving trends and innovative techniques in contemporary photography.

The prestige of the Applied Arts 2024 Photography Awards is underscored by its significant impact on winners’

careers. Achieving recognition in this competition is more than an accolade; it is a career-enhancing milestone.

Winners gain invaluable exposure as their work is featured prominently in the Applied Arts Magazine’s Summer

2024 issue, dedicated to Photography, Illustration, and Design Awards. This publication reaches a wide audience of

industry professionals, offering winners a platform to broaden their visibility and establish their presence in the

competitive world of photography and visual arts. Additionally, the online gallery showcasing winning entries further

amplifies this exposure, making the Applied Arts 2024 Photography Awards a sought-after achievement for

photographers and directors aiming to elevate their professional standing in the global creative community.

Eligibility

Open internationally to professionals and enthusiasts for works created between February 2023 and February

2024.

https://graphiccompetitions.com/photography
https://graphiccompetitions.com/


Prize

Winners of the Applied Arts 2024 Photography Awards receive extensive recognition and exposure. Their work will

be published in the Applied Arts Magazine’s Summer 2024: Photography, Illustration & Design Awards Annual,

showcasing leading creative work in the industry. Additionally, their work will be featured in an online gallery for

broader exposure. Winners are entitled to display the Applied Arts Awards winners’ badge on their professional

platforms, enhancing their reputation. They also receive an official certificate acknowledging their achievement.

These accolades provide significant industry recognition, potentially leading to new opportunities and

collaborations. Winners can also purchase additional certificates, copies of the Awards Annual, and personalized

engraved trophies for an additional fee.
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